
Money Challenge

SNACK BAR PRICE LIST
STEAK PIE = £1.50
STEAK BRIDIE = £2

SAUSAGE ROLL = £1
CRISPS = 75p

MARS BAR = 50p
COLA = 50p

IRN BRU = 50p
COFFEE = £1.50

TEA = £1
BOVRIL = £1.50

1) How much is a bridie and a cup of tea?

2) What would a sausage roll and an Irn Bru cost?

3) How much is it for a steak pie, a mars bar and a cola cost ?

4) You buy yourself a bridie and a pie and sausage roll for your two pals. 
What’s your change from £5?

5) You buy a coffee, crisps and a mars bar. What’s your change from £3?

6) You buy a pie, a Bovril and a packet of crisps. What’s your change from 
£5?

7) Make up an adding sum for your pal.

8) Make up a sum about how much change you’ll get from buying TWO 
things from the snack bar.



Money Challenge

Shop Price List

Home strip top = £40
Home shorts = £10
Home socks = £5

Away strip top = £40
Away shorts =£10
Away socks = £5
Pars watch = £15
Pars clock = £20
Pars mug = £5

Pars pen & pencil set = £3
Pars tammy  = £10

Pars scarf = £12

1) How much is it for a mug and a pen & pencil set?

2) How much is it for home socks and a tammy?

3) What would a home strip and a clock cost?

4) You want to buy a watch, away shorts and a mug. What 
would that cost?

5) You buy a FULL home kit. What change would you get from 
£60?

6) You need a clock, a scarf and a tammy. What change 
would you get from £50?

7) Make up an adding sum for your pal.

8) Make up a subtraction sum for your pal.


